English Aural Comprehension
Video 3 – BBC News report ‘Pakistan PM Khan: Kashmir issue 'cannot keep boiling’ (duration: 3’45’’)
Youtube link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFU_ez_naak
1. What happened recently between India and Pakistan?
A.
B.
C.
D.

India attacked Pakistan, which did not retaliate
Pakistan attacked India, which did not retaliate
India attacked Pakistan, which then retaliated
Pakistan attacked India, which then retaliated

2. Which of the following is correct?
A.
B.
C.
D.

India believes that ISIS is operating out of Pakistan
India is being attacked by terrorists from Pakistan
Pakistan is carrying out attacks on Indian soil
Pakistan is harbouring terrorists

3. Imran Khan believes that (multiple answers possible):
A. The Kashmir issue is the only obstacle to peace
B. Kashmir is India’s responsibility
C. Poverty is the reason for the problems in Kashmir
D. Poverty can only be reduced through peace

4. Imran Khan fears:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Pakistan will be blamed for the oppression in Kashmir
Pakistan will be unfairly held responsible for attacks out of Kashmir
India will attack Pakistan to reclaim Kashmir
Kashmir will boil over and destabilise the whole country

5. Imran Khan is:
A. Continuing to fight against militant groups
B. Is making the first big push against militant groups
C. Pawning off responsibility for the groups
D. Working against militant groups because of pressure from India

6. Which sentence describe’s the Prime Minister’s view on national security?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Imran Khan shows leniency towards Islamic faith-based organisations
Pakistan’s future is threatened by its belligerent neighbour
Early intervention by controlling education is effective in tackling radicalisation
The only way to protect the borders is with brute force

7. What is the main reason for Imran Khan’s push to disarm militant groups?
A.
B.
C.
D.

His government is under pressure from foreign powers
To seek peace in the region
He is putting the interest of his nation first
They threaten local police

8. Complete the sentence: “Nuclear weapons…”
A.
B.
C.
D.

will be used by Pakistan to retaliate to any attack from India
are not to be used under any circumstance
are not effective as a deterrent
are a necessary evil, and not to be taken lightly

9. Which sentence best describes recent events at the Supreme Court?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Hazya Beebe has become a refugee in Europe
The Christian woman has was beaten to death for insulting Islam
The judges were not swayed by public discourse
The Christian woman was found guilty and sentenced to death

10. What is interesting about the journalist’s final comments?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The interview was briefer than expected
The nuclear threat is ever present
The Prime Minister had to leave for security reasons
The journalist had pushed the wrong buttons

